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 This thesis explores the evolution plural verbal –s (“People thinks he is guilty”) 

and zero 3rd singular (“He think he is guilty”) in data from two sources on Southern 

English: The Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States (LAGS) and The Linguistic Atlas of the 

Middle and South Atlantic States (LAMSAS).  The research questions that underlie this 

study consider (1) the demographic association of plural verbal –s and zero 3rd singular, 

(2) the maintenance of each form, (3) the constraints on their use, and (4) the origins of 

–s variability.   

The atlas data suggest the following for plural verbal -s: (1) it has a British 

source, (2) it was present in both African American Vernacular English (AAVE) and 

early Southern White English (SWE), and (3) there were different grammatical 

constraints on its use in AAVE and SWE.  Data for zero 3rd singular –s suggest this form 

(1) did not have a British source and (2) that it has historically been an AAVE feature. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
 

INTRODUCTION 

The use of the –s suffix on present tense verbs has had a long and variable 

history in the English language.  In Standard English, the verbal –s suffix is now found 

only in the 3rd person singular, as in “He thinks he is guilty.”  However, in many 

nonstandard varieties of English, including dialects in England as well as African 

American Vernacular English (AAVE), the –s suffix is absent in the 3rd person singular, 

as in “He think he is guilty.”  This absence of –s in the 3rd person singular is referred to 

as ‘zero 3rd singular –s’.  In other dialects, again in both England and the United States, 

-s can be found in the 3rd person plural, such as “People thinks he is guilty.”  This use of 

–s in the 3rd person plural is referred to as ‘plural verbal –s’.1 

Many scholars have explored the use of singular and plural –s and debated such 

issues as its origins, the linguistic constraints on its use, and the extent and scope of its 

variability.  A wide variety of sources have been examined in order to aid scholars in 

their attempt to resolve some of the mysteries surrounding the variable use of this 

morpheme.   

 Though the research is wide-ranging, each study has provided a new perspective 

on the issues concerning verbal –s.  The questions surrounding verbal –s may never be 

fully resolved; however, every new study provides an additional piece to the puzzle.  In 

this thesis, I provide yet another perspective on the variable use of 3rd person singular 

and plural –s by using two extant data sources - The Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States 

                                                 
1 It should be noted that the variability in the use of verbal –s extends beyond the 3rd person.  In some 
dialects, the suffix is found in the first person (“I knows that man”) as well as others.  Because verbal –s 
variation in the 3rd person singular and plural is the focus of this study, the other persons will not be 
addressed. 
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(LAGS) and The Linguistic Atlas of the Middle and South Atlantic States (LAMSAS) – to 

examine the origins, the main linguistic constraints, and the extent of the variability of –s 

in the American South.  Most sources of data that have been used to study verbal –s 

are focused on single communities, occupational groups, or even families (see for 

example Wolfram 1969, Montgomery and Fuller 1996, and Bailey et al. 1989).  While 

these studies are quite valuable for determining the extent of the variation in verbal –s in 

those groups and are extraordinary for determining the constraints on its use, they do 

not provide the kind of comprehensive socio-spatial overview needed to address some 

of the larger issues regarding verbal –s.  LAGS and, to a lesser extent, LAMSAS 

provide a broader spatial and social perspective on –s in the American South, and thus 

additional evidence about the origins of variation of verbal –s and the current 

trajectories of that variation.  Using data from two sources, I focus on four questions that 

are debated by scholars on the use of verbal –s: 

(1) Are the nonstandard variations (in this case zero 3rd singular and plural verbal 
–s) more closely associated with one demographic group or another? 

(2) Is –s variability expanding, being maintained, or receding due to standardizing 
forces such as education and urbanization? 

(3) What linguistic constraints on nonstandard uses of verbal –s are observable 
in LAGS and LAMSAS? 

(4) What do the answers to the first three questions tell us about the origins of 
variation in the use of verbal –s?  

Studies on verbal –s have proposed answers to many of the questions that will be 

addressed in this study. 

Literature Review 

 The majority of the early research on verbal –s was used in part as evidence to 

try and decipher the puzzling origins of present day AAVE as well as the function of –s 
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in AAVE.  One possible source for the vernacular was attributed to some form of 

Caribbean English creole.  Early researchers of the vernacular found that, along with 

variable use of the copula, the –s suffix was often absent from the speech of AAVE 

speakers (Labov et al. 1968, Wolfram 1969, Fasold 1972), leading them to suggest that 

the vernacular more closely resembled an inflection-less creole than Standard American 

English (SAE) (Dillard 1972, Rickford 1998).  Some scholars based this ‘creole origins 

theory’ on evidence of –s being used as a durative aspectual marker (see for example 

Brewer 1986); other scholars found –s to be a habitual aspectual marker in AAVE (see 

for example Pitts 1986). Whether durative or habitual, this use of –s is similar to a 

creole-like preverbal aspectual marker that is hypothesized to have moved to the post-

verbal position due to influence from SAE.  Singler’s (1998) research on Liberian Settler 

English possibly provides the best evidence for such a link using these arguments. 

Labov also suggested that because of the sporadic and seemingly pattern-less 

distribution of the morpheme in AAVE, verbal –s was not in the underlying grammar of 

AAVE speakers (Labov et al. 1968, Labov 1972), even in the 3rd person singular.  The 

sporadic appearance of –s in all grammatical persons was said to simply reflect 

hypercorrection (Labov 1972, Fasold 1972). 

 Wolfram (1969) examined this –s variability among urban African Americans in 

Detroit.  He focused on zero 3rd singular (“He think he is guilty”, for example, where the 

suffix is absent from 3rd person singular verbs), and correlated linguistic variables 

(phonological and syntactic) with social variables (age and social class) to examine the 

constraints on the use of the zero morpheme.  While he concurred with Labov, positing 

that AAVE has no underlying verbal –s, he found variability among the different social 
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classes and ages of African Americans in his study.  The African American working 

class speakers had much higher percentages of zero than the middle classes.  

Teenagers also displayed higher amounts of zero than adults.  In addition, Wolfram 

examined the phonological constraints on the use of zero 3rd singular among the 

working class speakers in his study in order to ascertain whether there were 

phonological constraints on its use.  He found no significant  phonological effect on the 

use of zero 3rd singular and concluded that the constraints on zero 3rd singular are 

grammatical rather than phonological, with AAVE having no underlying –s.   

 Fasold (1972) also examined the speech of urban African Americans in order to 

determine whether –s was part of the underlying grammar of AAVE.  Like Wolfram, his 

focus was on 3rd person singular verb forms.  Fasold’s informants from Washington, 

D.C. display similar speech patterns of –s absence to those in Wolfram’s Detroit study.  

The –s suffix was absent 65.3% of the time among the working class speakers.  Fasold 

also found no phonological constraints on –s absence.  Because of this, Fasold 

concluded that the Washington, D.C. data presents evidence that zero 3rd singular, and 

not –s, is part of the underlying grammar of AAVE. 

 Schneider (1983, see also 1989) used a historical written source of AAVE, the 

WPA Ex-Slave Narratives, for his examination of verbal –s.  His initial observations 

were that –s occurred too frequently in previous studies (Wolfram 1969, Fasold 1972, 

for example) to be dismissed as merely hypercorrection in AAVE.  Though the zero 

marker is the dominant form in these studies, -s occurred roughly one third of the time.  

Schneider proposed an alternative source for the variation of verbal –s.  The common 

consensus had been to compare AAVE to SAE, with the hypothesis that the more 
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modern form of the vernacular is a decreolization of earlier AAVE, which was closer to 

some form of a Caribbean-English creole.  Schneider, instead, posited that the African 

American slaves inherited their verb inflectional system from the vernacular of the White 

English speakers of their respective regions.  He posited that “the early black English 

verb inflection does not derive from an originally uninflected creole system, but from the 

early American and basically British English pattern of colonial folk speech abounding in 

verbal –s suffixes” (1983:108).   He used the written documents of ex-slaves to examine 

the use of –s, finding an overall percentage of 54.9% -s on all persons (49.1% zero).  

He thus concluded that the source of this variation was a mix of Northern British (which 

used –s historically in all persons) and Southern British (in which zero markers were 

predominant) concord systems.   

 Schneider (1983) also examined social factors on the use of –s and zero on 

present tense verbs.  The informants from the ex-slave narratives were divided into 

three categories based on supposed and self-proclaimed education level: no education, 

little education, and good education.  Though none of the figures proved to be 

statistically significant, Schneider found that informants with little or no education had 

plural verbal –s (“People thinks he is guilty” for example, when the –s suffix is added to 

verbs in the 3rd person plural) at a rate of 85.7%, while informants claiming to have 

“good” education only use the feature at a rate of 46.2%.  Other factors such as the type 

of slave (house, field)2 and gender did not play a significant role in predicting the use of 

–s.  However, house slaves appeared to show less –s use in all singular persons than 

field slaves.   

                                                 
2 It is useful to note here that house slaves tended to have more status than field slaves. 
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 Poplack and Tagliamonte (1989) concurred with Schneider, saying present tense 

verb marking was in fact an integral part of AAVE and not a hypercorrection in present 

day varieties.  Their data comes from 2 tape recorded sources of early AAVE: (1) a set 

of 21 tape recorded interviews of ex-slaves who immigrated to Samaná, a peninsula in 

the Dominican Republic3 and (2) a set of eleven transcripts of recordings of former 

slaves born between 1844 and 1861.4  Data on –s variation from these two sources is 

more consistent with what has been documented for 19th and 20th century varieties of 

White English than with English-based creoles or contemporary AAVE.   

Unlike Wolfram (1969) and Fasold (1972), Poplack and Tagliamonte found both 

phonological and syntactic constraints on –s.  They find verbal –s to be conditioned in 

these ways: (1) by the underlying phonetic form (2) by the preceding and following 

phonological environments (3) by the heaviness of the subject (NPs with following 

relative clauses or prepositional phrases) and (4) by aspect.  If the underlying phonetic 

form of the morpheme is complex (the suffix added when the final segment of the base 

verb is a strident, i.e. kisses vs. walks), then the tendency is for –s to be retained.  

Vowels in the preceding and following phonological environments promote –s retention 

in the data.  Their data also shows evidence that –s marks habitual aspect (more so 

than durative); however, they point out that this is not contradictory to SAE, where –s 

marking in the 3rd person singular carries habitual aspect.   

Poplack and Tagliamonte also suggest that the type of subject lends no 

significant conditioning to the use of –s in the 3rd person singular in their data; however, 

they find a tendency for –s to appear more often following a heavy noun phrase (NP + a 

                                                 
3 Poplack and Tagliamonte considered “the dialects of these informants, aged 71-103 in 1982, to derive 
from a variety of English spoken by American Blacks in the early 1820s” (1989:60). 
4 These transcripts are  provided in Bailey, Maynor, and Cukor-Avila (1991). 
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relative clause, “The people that live next door walks everyday”) in all other grammatical 

persons.  Heavy NPs retained –s more frequently than non-heavy NPs, and regular NPs 

showed more –s retention than simple pronoun subjects (PRO), but only in non 3rd 

person singular contexts. 

Bailey, Maynor, and Cukor-Avila (1989) also examined the type of subject in their 

research of an Early Modern English (EME) source (The Cely letters, written between 

1472 and 1488 by a family of merchants based in London), an early AAVE source (the 

Works Progress Administration Former Slave Recordings), and a source of White Folk 

Speech (WFS) and Black Folk Speech (BFS)5 from interviews conducted in the 1980s in 

a rural community in Texas.  They conclude that –s marking in AAVE - and Southern 

White Vernacular (SWV) - reflects the “working out” of a functional ambiguity that arose 

from competing functions of –s: a person/number marker (3rd person singular present 

tense verbs) and a subject type marker.   

Their data from the Cely letters (an example of EME) shows that the type of 

subject plays a significant role in the use of –s (and –th) on plural and singular verb 

forms.  The NP/PRO constraint6, as they call it, says that verbs with NP subjects are 

more likely to be inflected than verbs with PRO subjects (for example: “The children 

walks to school” and “They ride their bikes”).  Unlike Poplack and Tagliamonte (1989), 

they find this constraint operates in the singular as well as the plural.  Bailey, Maynor, 

and Cukor-Avila find that (1) the Cely letters display more verbal –s overall than their 

other data (2) the older AAVE speakers use more verbal –s than the younger AAVE 

                                                 
5 According to Bailey and Maynor (1985), “folk speech” refers to the language of insular, often elderly 
people who are closely tied to a rural, agrarian economy. 
6 Scholars have various names for the type of subject constraint.  It is also referred to as the ‘Northern 
Subject Rule’ (Godfrey and Tagliamonte 1999, Poplack and Tagliamonte 2001) and the ‘they-constraint’ 
(Wright 2001).  Montgomery et al. (1993) refer to this same rule as the ‘Subject Type constraint’. 
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speakers and (3) the residual effects of the NP/PRO constraint are present on verbal –s 

in both WFS and BFS.  Their evidence supports the theory that the history of AAVE is 

“the history of vernaculars, rather than of standard languages… These earlier 

vernaculars, rather than the standard, clearly must be part of the focus of research into 

the history of BEV [Black English Vernacular, or AAVE] and SWV” (1989:299). 

Montgomery, Fuller, and DeMarse (1993) did just that.  They examined two 

historical written sources for comparison: a set of letters written to the Freedman’s 

Bureau by 19th century African Americans and the McCullough letters, a set of letters 

written between 1823 and 1874 by a family of White Ulster (in the Northern British Isles) 

emigrants.  They presented considerable evidence linking –s variation, and specifically 

plural verbal –s, in Southern English vernaculars, particularly Appalachian English, to a 

British source (see also Montgomery 1989, 1996, 1997).  However, they point 

specifically to a Northern British antecedent for the form, unlike Schneider (1983), who 

posited a mix of Northern British and Southern British vernaculars as the source of –s 

variation in the South.  The conclusions of Montgomery et al. are based partly on two 

constraints for verbal –s use: (1) the subject type constraint and (2) the proximity to 

subject constraint.  The subject type constraint is explained above (see Bailey, Maynor, 

and Cukor-Avila’s (1989) NP/PRO constraint).  According to the proximity to subject 

constraint, verbs that are not directly adjacent to their subject tend to favor –s, as in 

“They walk to school and rides their bikes to the park.” 

Montgomery et al. (1993) focused on 3rd person plural verbs, since this is the 

grammatical person that showed the most variation.  Their analysis suggests that in this 

corpus, African Americans (1) had plural verbal –s and (2) the constraints on its use 
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were much like those in Southern White speech.  They also indicate that the subject 

type constraint rarely operates outside of the third person plural context.  They found 

that in the 3rd person singular context, -s is categorically written, and in 1st and 2nd 

person contexts, it never was.  They then conclude that, at least at some point in their 

histories, African American and White speakers in the South shared both the subject 

type constraint and the proximity to subject constraint on verbal –s use.   

Montgomery and Fuller (1996) extend the work of Montgomery et al. (1993) by 

adding an additional historical written source to their data.  Along with the Freedman’s 

letters (written by African Americans) and McCullough letters (written by Scotch-Irish 

immigrants), they examined a set of plantation overseer’s letters written between 1814 

and 1857 to help establish the link between AAVE and Northern British, namely Scotch-

Irish, dialects.  They find that the Subject-Type constraint operates for all types of verbs 

(including be and have) and for all types of NPs (including conjoined NPs) for all three 

sets of letters.  They again found no evidence of the constraint operating outside of the 

3rd person plural context.   

Montgomery and Fuller (1996) also examined habitual aspect, but mention that 

habitual –s is found historically in Northern England (Ulster and Scotland) (see also 

Godfrey and Tagliamonte 1999).  This counters the explanation that habitual –s remains 

in AAVE from an earlier creole.  They do not argue the origins of AAVE, but they do 

point out that verbal –s marking is too similar in White and African American 19th 

century Southern American English to have derived from a prior creole system.  They 

conclude, then, that the morphological patterning of the British Isles had more input into 

the development of AAVE than previously thought.  
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Though the NP/PRO constraint has been attested in numerous studies, Clarke 

(1997) found no evidence of this constraint in a contemporary variety of Newfoundland 

Vernacular English.  In this data, there was a relatively high incidence of plural verbal –s 

marking (85%); however, the marking pattern did not appear to be governed by the 

NP/PRO constraint or the heaviness of the noun as has been shown in Scotch-Irish and 

American dialects of Scotch-Irish ancestry (i.e. – Appalachian English).  Instead, clause 

type, following complement, underlying form, verbal aspect, and age were all found to 

be significant predictors of –s on verbs. 

Cukor-Avila (1997, 2003) investigated the NP/PRO constraint on verbal –s in her 

study of contemporary AAVE from a representative sample of four generations from a 

rural Texas community.  She found that by the first part of the twentieth century the 

NP/PRO constraint was no longer operative in the singular in AAVE, and the effects of 

this constraint were weakening in the plural.  The use of verbal –s appeared to increase 

from the oldest generation (Pre WWI) to the next oldest (Pre WWII) in all persons and 

numbers.  However, the data from Texas shows that the younger speakers use –s less 

frequently both in the plural and singular, and that this use decreases according to the 

strength of the speaker’s urban connections.  Cukor-Avila, then, suggests a three stage 

process of gradual verbal –s loss over time for the speakers in her corpus (1997:303-

304): (1) there is a weakening of the constraints that affect the verb (i.e., NP/PRO 

constraint and person/number agreement) (2) in response to the weakening, the overall 

use of –s increases as users try to sort out its function, and (3) because of a loss of 

function, the use of verbal –s begins to disappear altogether. 
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Contemporary varieties of African American Vernacular English show a 

weakening of the NP/PRO constraint in AAVE (Cukor-Avila 1997, 2003), and Clark 

(1997) found no evidence of the constraint at all in contemporary NVE (Newfoundland 

Vernacular English); however, the evidence from Newfoundland may be an anomaly.  

Poplack and Tagliamonte’s (2001) more recent study of the form compared two 

diaspora varieties of early AAVE to that of Devon English to contribute to the findings 

attesting the validity of the Northern Subject Rule and to lend support to the idea that –s 

was in fact an integral part of early AAVE grammar.  Their data from Guysborough and 

North Preston (two Nova Scotian enclaves of English speakers that are said to be the 

bona fide descendants of 19th century AAVE speakers), Samaná, and Devon English 

revealed striking comparisons between the varieties.  All of the early varieties of AAVE 

displayed zero 3rd singular at rates of 58%, 59%, and 45%.  The Samaná speakers and 

Devon English speakers displayed relatively similar plural markings at 28% plural verbal 

–s in Samaná English and 37% plural verbal –s in Devon English.   

In most varieties of English in their data (SE, DE, and NSE) and in most contexts, 

vowels favor –s and consonants disfavor it.  The Northern Subject Rule operates in their 

data in 3rd person plural contexts, but only sporadically in other persons. Poplack and 

Tagliamonte (2001) reject the hypercorrection theory for –s marking in AAVE because 

of the constraints they find on its use.  Because of these similarities in their data among 

African American and Samaná vernaculars to those of non-standard varieties of White 

English in Devon, England, Poplack and Tagliamonte suggest that they (all varieties 

examined in their data) all descended from a common British source. 
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Schneider and Montgomery (2001) also examined the type of subject to lend 

support to the idea of a British source for early White and African American vernaculars.  

They examined a historical set of letters from Southern plantation overseers written 

between 1814 and 1858 which provide additional data on the use of verbal –s.  They 

found that –s was written categorically in the 3rd person singular (96.2 %) and quite 

frequently in the 3rd person plural (60.8%).  Schneider and Montgomery also discuss the 

subject type constraint and trace its use from Scotch-Irish English to Appalachian 

English.  They observe that this constraint is operative in 19th century African American 

speech, but not in present day AAVE (see Wolfram and Thomas 2002, Cukor-Avila 

1997, 2003).  In the 3rd person plural 83.6% of verbs following an NP are inflected, while 

91.7% of verbs following the subject they are uninflected.  Schneider and Montgomery 

also point out that the proximity to subject constraint and the subject type constraint 

held most effectively in the 3rd person plural, though the latter does operate to a much 

lesser extent in the 3rd person singular. 

Wolfram and Thomas (2002) found little evidence of the NP/PRO constraint in 

contemporary AAVE.  In their study of European Americans and African Americans 

living in Hyde County, they observe the difference that age and ethnicity play on the 

strength of this constraint.  In their data, elderly European Americans and African 

Americans (77 to 94 years old) pattern similarly in their use of plural verbal –s.  

However, the subject type constraint was only operative for the European Americans.  

They found that elderly European Americans in the area use plural verbal –s with NP 

subjects at a rate of almost 70% but do not use it with pronouns.  The NP/PRO 

constraint does not appear to have a significant effect on the use of plural verbal –s in 
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the speech of African Americans.  The youngest informants from both ethnicities show 

little plural verbal –s use, if at all, with either an NP or a PRO subject. 

Data from the African Americans in Hyde County, young and old, displays a 

considerable amount of zero 3rd singular, while European Americans do not use this 

particular non-standard form.  Wolfram and Thomas point out that Hyde County is not a 

region where zero 3rd singular is historically found in White speech.  They conclude that 

the African Americans speakers in the area either acquired this feature from other 

African Americans or they brought it with them when they settled there. 

Montgomery et al. (1993) and others (Montgomery and Fuller 1996, Schneider 

and Montgomery 2001) have traced the use of plural verbal –s like that in Hyde County 

to the mainly Appalachian areas that were historically settled by the Scotch-Irish, which 

lends support to the Northern British origin hypothesis.  However, Wright (2002, 2002) 

has pointed out that even if plural verbal –s had originated in Northern British and 

Scotch-Irish dialects, by the end of the Middle English period plural verbal –s (as well as 

the use of the subject type constraint) had reached London due to Southern migration.  

Wright also shows evidence that plural verbal –s and the subject type constraint had 

spread as far south as Devon by the twentieth century (2002).  She points out that plural 

verbal –s was used variably in London English by the time of the colonization of the 

United States.  The fact that plural verbal –s was used variably in London, of course, 

means that its occurrence in the South need not be tied directly to Northern Britain.  The 

widespread use of plural verbal –s outside areas with heavy Scotch-Irish settlement in 

the South would confirm Wright’s hypothesis.  Bailey, Maynor, and Cukor-Avila (1989) 

have shown that plural verbal –s was widespread in at least some non-Appalachian 
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areas of the South.  Data from the linguistic atlases will provide an excellent test of 

these conclusions. 

The studies mentioned above are representative of a plethora of research 

conducted on verbal –s that have provided evidence on its constraints, comparisons to 

British sources, and a great deal of information on single communities.  What they are 

unable to provide, however, is evidence on the use of plural verbal –s and zero 3rd 

singular in the South as a whole.  LAGS and LAMSAS are not without their serious 

limitations.  The linguistic atlases only lend themselves to an examination of one 

constraint (NP/PRO and only LAGS at that).  The data collected from LAGS and 

LAMSAS for this thesis does not provide data to examine the phonological constraints 

on the use of plural verbal –s and zero 3rd singular, nor do they allow for an exploration 

of aspect or the heaviness of the NP.  However, LAGS and LAMSAS will provide a 

broader socio-spatial examination of these two non-standard features, an examination 

that the afore mentioned more concentrated studies are not able to provide.  The 

following chapter is a review of the histories of LAMSAS and LAGS as well as the 

methodologies used with LAGS and LAMSAS for the exploration into the use of plural 

verbal –s and zero 3rd singular in the South.   
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CHAPTER II 
 

THE ATLASES 
 

 Taken together, The Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States and The Linguistic Atlas of 

the Middle and South Atlantic States provide the most comprehensive overview 

available of Southern American English as it was used in the last half of the 19th and 

first half of the 20th centuries.  With over 1,700 interviews from West Virginia to East 

Texas, the two atlases cover most of the relevant territory in the South.  Both LAMSAS 

and LAGS have the limitations that other atlases have: they are biased toward older, 

rural informants and usually include only one token per informant.  However, unlike 

other sources of data, their breadth of coverage allows for the analysis of the 

distribution of linguistic features in the population. 

The Linguistic Atlas of the Middle and South Atlantic States 

Originally, LAMSAS was slated to be a part of a much larger project called the 

Linguistic Atlas of the United States and Canada (LAUSC).  The idea for the LAUSC 

was broached at a meeting in 1928 and was modeled after European linguistic atlases, 

such as Gilliéron’s Atlas linguistique de la France (1902-1910).   The American Council 

of Learned Societies (ACLS) agreed to help support the project under the condition that 

a smaller pilot project be conducted in a more limited area.  New England was deemed 

appropriate for a pilot and The Linguistic Atlas of New England (LANE) was underway.  

Hans Kurath was named the director of the project, which had its headquarters at Yale 

and then Brown, and two experienced scholars were enlisted to help train fieldworkers 

in interviewing techniques and phonetic transcription.  Fieldwork was completed in 1933 

and LANE was published in six volumes from 1939 -1943. 
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Due to many extenuating circumstances, mainly the great Depression and then 

World War II, the rest of the atlas project did not proceed as rapidly and efficiently as 

LANE.  The LAUSC was subsequently divided into smaller, autonomous Atlas projects 

that were locally funded.  Though the LAUSC was divided into several different atlases, 

they all shared the same basic methodology: “communities selected to form a 

representative grid of the region; informants selected to be representative of the 

communities; interviewers specially trained to record responses in fine phonetic 

notation; a questionnaire with questions about everyday speech, administered in as 

informal a situation as could be obtained” (Kretzschmar 1994:1).   

Kurath originally planned three different atlases for the Atlantic coast: New 

England, the South Atlantic States, and the Middle Atlantic States to follow.  Again, the 

Depression and WWII made a large group of field workers unattainable for this project.  

Guy L. Lowman, who had worked on the LANE project, was hired to do a preliminary 

investigation of the area covering Delaware to Georgia (1933-34) in order to provide a 

starting place from which to compile a network of communities for the rest of the Atlantic 

seaboard.  Lowman completed fieldwork in Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, West 

Virginia, New Jersey, much of Ohio, New York City, and the Hudson and Mohawk 

Valleys by 1941.  Lowman did not return to the South due to lack of local funding for 

South Carolina and Georgia.  Tragically, Lowman was killed in an automobile accident 

while doing fieldwork in the Finger Lakes of Upstate New York. 

In 1937, Raven I. McDavid, from Greenville, South Carolina, was used as a 

demonstration informant for the project.  McDavid was studying linguistics and became 

interested in the atlas project.  After training with Kurath and Bloch, he was given a 
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small grant to cover as much of South Carolina as possible.  He had already begun his 

study when Lowman died.  McDavid’s work was postponed until 1945 due to his 

participation in the Army Intensive Language Program and WWII.  All delays behind 

them, preliminary fieldwork was finally completed in 1949.  McDavid became editor-in-

chief of LAMSAS in 1961 and after taking an inventory, decided that the records from 

Ontario, Upstate New York, South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida needed 

supplementation.  Lee Pederson (who was beginning the work on LAGS), Gerald Udell, 

and Raymond O’Cain were given the task.  In total 1,162 field records from primary 

informants were collected, all of which contain phonetic transcription by either McDavid 

or Lowman.   

Editing of LAMSAS was again more tedious than it had been for LANE.  Kurath 

and his staff began making ‘list manuscripts’ of the evidence collected from the South 

Atlantic states, and had completed about 200 when the student aid funding was 

suspended.  McDavid then moved the archives to Chicago and made the completion of 

the list manuscripts his top priority.  Funding was again problematic, as was the 

resignation of O’Cain, who would have been the associate editor.  The American Dialect 

Society would eventually take over the sponsorship of the project.   

For practical reasons the cartographic format that had been used for LANE was 

abandoned and it was decided that presenting the data in list form would be simpler and 

more economical.  The decision was also made to consolidate the data into one atlas, 

as apposed to separate atlases for the South Atlantic and Middle Atlantic, as was 

originally intended.  Final editing proceeded at South Carolina with NEH funding.  The 

first two volumes of LAMSAS were published in 1980 but funding ran out before the 
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remaining volumes could be published.  The NEH grant also provided for computer 

assistance and the microfilming of data and archives.  William Kretszchmar accepted 

direction of the project in 1984 after McDavid’s death and was able to establish a 

suitable place for completion of the editorial process at the University of Georgia.  He 

continues to pursue computer methods to organize and record the LAMSAS data.   

The selection of communities for LAMSAS was similar to that for LANE: 

“communities selected on the basis of history and culture, rather than randomized 

selection practices” (Kretszchmar 1994:5) with the county being the basic community 

unit.  The counties chosen were selected on the basis that they be representative of 

their areas and states according to settlement, ethnicity, and population.  Kurath wanted 

to be sure that the area settled at the time of the Revolution in the South Atlantic was 

covered and that two informants from each of the 250 communities would be 

interviewed.  

Natives who were deeply rooted in local culture were chosen as informants for 

each community.  Three principle types of speakers were chosen for LAMSAS: Type 1- 

“folk speakers, local usage subject to a minimum of education and other outside 

influence, in every community”; Type II - “common speakers, local usage subject to a 

moderate amount of education (generally high school), private reading, and other 

external contacts, in every community”; and Type II - “cultivated speakers, representing 

wide reading and elevated local cultural traditions, generally but not always with higher 

education, in about a fifth of the communities” (1994:11).  Assignment of “type” was left 

to the interviewer’s discretion, although much of the concrete demographic information, 

such as date of birth and level of education, is recorded and is accessible to users of 
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the atlas.  Although LAMSAS had originally been designed to include only White 

informants, 41 African Americans were interviewed and are now a part of the final 1,162 

primary informants. The stratified sample of informants represents not the general 

population of the LAMSAS region, but a target population.  That population includes 

only life-long residents of the community and is weighed heavily toward elderly rural 

informants.  An exact breakdown of the demographics of the informants can be found in 

the LAMSAS handbook.  

The Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States 

The Linguistic Atlas of the Gulf States was designed to “provide a historical 

baseline against which recent linguistic changes could be measured and from which 

earlier linguistic history could be reconstructed” (Bailey, Wikle, and Tillery, 1997).  

Directed by Lee Pederson, a student of McDavid, LAGS closely followed the methods 

used for LAMSAS and the other regional atlases.  However, unlike LAMSAS, LAGS 

used 26 field workers to conduct interviews (5 of these completed more than 500 

interviews).  The time period in which LAGS began (1968) also offered a few 

advantages over that for LAMSAS.  One of these was the portable tape recorder.  The 

tape recorder allowed for the separation of transcription from fieldwork and allowed 

transcribers to audit forms multiple times.  This offered the potential for greater accuracy 

in transcription.  Microphotography was also available; therefore a significantly greater 

portion of the LAGS data is available to researchers. 

The goal of the LAGS project was to record conservative speech in informants 

over the age of 60.  LAGS consists of 1,121 informants (1,116 of which were useful for 

this study) from throughout the South, including Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Alabama, 
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Louisiana, Mississippi, Arkansas, and Texas east of the Balcones Escarpment.  These 

states were divided into 538 grid units based on social, economical, and historical 

factors.  Informants who were considered native residents of the areas and who were 

thought to exemplify the speech patterns of the area in which they lived were then 

chosen from these grid units and interviewed.  The interviews lasted from 2 to 12 hours 

and were recorded and then transcribed.  Informants were selected in order to make a 

sample that was comparable to LAMSAS and LANE.  Whites were interviewed in every 

grid unit.  African Americans, however, were only interviewed in areas where the 

population surpassed 20% before the Great Migration in 1930, when many Southern 

African Americans moved north.  

Analytical Methods for this Study 

Because this study focuses on Southern speech variation, only interviews from 

certain LAMSAS regions were used.  598 informants from West Virginia, Virginia, North 

Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia and Florida were used in this sub-corpus.  Delaware, 

Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York were not included.  The LAMSAS 

list manuscripts were used as the source of data.  Each list manuscript contains a 

listing, in order by informant, of all the responses to a certain elicitation cue.  It is 

important to note that one of the major limitations of LAMSAS for this study is that it 

offers data on 3rd person plural verbal –s with NP subjects only and usually only one 

token per informant. For example, page 13, line 8 of the workbook used by interviewers 

in the field contains the response “people think/s”.  The list manuscript for that workbook 

page contains all of the informants’ responses to that particular elicitation.  The list 

manuscripts were examined and each informant was coded into an Excel spreadsheet 
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for demographic information, such as date of birth, ethnicity, education, gender, region, 

and population size (rural/urban).  The responses were then coded (yes/no) for the use 

of -s on present tense plural verbs.  A demographic breakdown of the 598 LAMSAS 

informants used for this study is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1.  Ethnographic Breakdown of LAMSAS Informants *

White 569 Education** Rurality
African Am. 29 Grade Sch. 304 Rural  486
Male 369 High Sch. 191 Urban 112
Female 229 College 78 Metro 0
Decade of Birth Region
1840's and 50's 94 WV 107

1860's 150 VA 143
1870's 108 NC 150
1880's 105 SC 106
1890's 95 GA 84

1900's -1930's 46 FL 8
* Numbers taken from a sub-corpus 
** Education Types adjusted to be comparable to the LAGS data   

LAGS Informants are divided into three categories based on education: Type I 

informants have a grade school education or less, Type II have a high school education, 

and Type III informants have a college education and were only interviewed in every 

fifth community7.  Informants were chosen from the most typical community within each 

grid and were then further divided into Type A (more insular) and Type B (less insular).  

In LAGS, the tape-recorded interview is considered the field record and the 

scribe’s notations are called the protocols.  The protocols are a guide to the primary 

text.  They include three kinds of writing: narrow phonetic transcription of responses, 

conventional writing that records the observations of the scribes, and descriptions of 

                                                 
7 LAMSAS informants were originally divided into six separate categories of education, but the categories 
were collapsed in order to make them more comparable to the three education types used in LAGS. 
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contexts and extended passages that can later be transcribed into phonetics.  There is 

a field record and a protocol for each interview/informant in LAGS.   

For each informant, the protocol page that included responses that contained 3rd 

person present tense verbs (plural and singular) was used as a data source for this 

study.  This means that, unlike LAMSAS, LAGS offers data on plural verbal –s as well 

as zero 3rd singular –s with both NP and PRO subjects, albeit usually only one token per 

informant for singular and plural.  Responses could either occur in conversation or 

natural speech, be suggested by the interviewer, or be suggested by the interviewer 

who felt that the response would have occurred in natural speech (suggested but 

natural).  Upon examination of the protocols for 3rd person present tense verbs, singular 

and plural, I found that most of the responses occurred in conversation or natural 

speech.  The LAGS protocols were coded in the same manner as the LAMSAS list 

manuscripts.  All demographic information such as date of birth, gender, ethnicity, 

region, and population size for each informant was coded into a spreadsheet.  The 

informants were also coded for the use of -s (yes/no) in the singular and the plural for 

each type of subject (NP or pronoun).  A demographic breakdown of the 1,116 LAGS 

informants used in this study is shown in Table 2. 
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White 872
African Am. 244 Grade Sc. 433 Rural  448
Male 595 High Sc. 401 Urban 587
Female 521 College 282 Metro 41

1870's 6 Lower TX 43 Eastern TN 69
1880's 74 Upper TX 60 Upper AL 80
1890's 260 Eastern LA 51 Lower AL 82
1900's 296 Western LA 66 Gulf AL 14
1910's 158 Arkansas 89 Upper GA 148
1920's 101 Upper MS 57 Lower GA 106
1930's 63 Lower MS 56 Western FL 20
1940's 62 Gulf MS 16 Eastern FL 70
1950's 71 Western TN 40
1960's 25 Middle TN 49

Table 2.  Ethnographic Breakdown of LAGS Informants
Education Levels Rurality

Decade of Birth Regional Breakdown

 The LAGS fieldworkers did not use a set questionnaire.  The targeted forms 

(plural verbal –s and zero 3rd singular, in this case) were taken from free conversation 

and then recorded later in the protocols.  A protocol for a LAGS informant may contain a 

number of responses as long as they are in the 3rd person singular for line 6 and third 

person plural for line 7, so that they contain evidence of the two features in question.  

The data was recorded into an excel spreadsheet made to record demographic 

information as well as evidence of –s in both singular and plural verb forms with NP and 

PRO subjects.  An example of the coding spreadsheet is shown in Table 3 below: 

Table 3.  Example of Coding Spreadsheet 
Inf.  D.O.B. Gen. Ethni. Region. Rural. Edu. 6-1N 6-1P 6-2N 6-2P 7-1N 7-1P 7-2N 7-2P 

364A 1900s F W UP R 1 N N N N Y N N N 

370 1930s M B UA U 2 N N Y N Y N N N 

VA26c 1880s F W VA R 2     N    
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Table 4. Coding Key 

6 Singular 
7 Plural 
1 S  
2 Zero 
N NP Subj 
P Pro Subj 

 

The first column in Table 3 is the informant number, the second is decade of 

birth, then gender, ethnicity, LAGS region, rurality of the town (rural, urban, 

metropolitan), and education.  The last 8 columns record the use of –s and zero with NP 

and PRO subjects.  As shown in Table 4 above, the ‘6’ represents singular verbs, the ‘7’ 

plural.  A ‘1’ represents an –s recorded on the verb and a ‘2’ represents a zero.  The ‘N’ 

represents NP subjects and the ‘P’ represents PRO subjects.  Therefore if an informant 

uses plural verbal –s with an NP subject, it is recorded as a ‘Y’ for ‘yes’ in the column 

marked 7-1N.  For example, informant number 364A is a White female from a rural town 

in Upper Alabama.  She was born in the 1900s and has an education level of 1, 

meaning grade school or less.  The protocol sheet for this informant contains no 

response on line 6 (third person singular verb forms) and one response on line 7 (third 

person plural forms): lots a people calls it…  Her demographic information is coded into 

the spreadsheet first, followed by her responses on lines 6 and 7, as is shown in Table 

3 above.  She has no responses for singular verbs, so all columns with a ‘6’ are marked 

‘N’ for ‘no.’  She uses plural verbal –s with the NP subject ‘people,’ so she is coded ‘Y’ 

in column 7-1N and ‘N’ for the rest of the columns (-s with PRO, zero with NP, and zero 

with PRO).  Informant number 370 is also coded in Table 3 as another example.  

Informant number 370 is an African American male born in the 1930s living in an urban 

city in Upper Alabama with an education level of 2.  The response recorded on line 6 of 
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page 13 for this informant is as follows: …that’s where that come in…(zero third singular 

with NP subject, or ‘Y’ for 6-2N).  His response on line 7 is as follows: …where two 

hallas comes togetha... (plural verbal –s with NP subject, or ‘Y’ for 7-1N). 

The LAMSAS list manuscripts used for this thesis contain only the response 

“People think/s…”; however, the precise frame for eliciting this particular response is 

unclear.  The LAMSAS fieldworkers, similar to LAGS, did not use a questionnaire.  The 

target form was either heard in free conversation or elicited in some other way.  The 

responses from the LAMSAS list manuscripts were coded in the same manner as the 

LAGS protocols.  Informant number VA26c is shown in Table 3 as an example.  

LAMSAS informant number VA26c is a White female born in the 1880s living in a rural 

town in Virginia with an education level of 2, meaning some high school education.  

Remember that the LAMSAS list manuscripts only contain responses for plural verbal –

s with NP subjects; therefore responses are coded ‘Y’ or ‘N’ in column 7-1N only.  The 

response given for this informant is people think…  Therefore column 7-1N is marked 

‘N’ for no –s.  It is important to point out here that the atlas data used for this study 

shows only the percentage of informants who use the form, not frequency of use per 

informant. The following chapter contains the results of the findings from LAGS and 

LAMSAS.   
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CHAPTER III 
 

RESULTS 
 

Figure 1 summarizes the LAGS and LAMSAS data on verbal –s.  Note again that 

while LAGS includes data on both plural verbal –s and zero 3rd singular and includes 

data from both NP and PRO subjects, LAMSAS includes data only on plural verbal –s 

with NP subjects.  Also, remember that the following figures represent the percentage of 

informants who use the forms in question, not frequency of use.  Several things about 

this data are immediately striking.  First, more than three quarters of the LAMSAS 

sample uses plural verbal –s.  The extant and generality of plural verbal –s in LAMSAS 

suggests that –s was a dominant form in the 3rd plural in 19th century Southern 

American English (SAE).  The LAGS data shows just how much the use of plural verbal 

–s has diminished over time.  Only one fifth of the informants use the form.  The LAGS 

data also shows that zero 3rd singular was not uncommon in the 20th century South.  

More than 15% of the LAGS informants have 3rd singular tokens that are not inflected 

with –s. 
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Figure 1.  Distribution of Features in LAGS  and LAMSAS
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As enlightening as the raw data on the use of verbal –s is, it is important to note 

that neither zero 3rd singular nor plural verbal –s occurs randomly.  The occurrence of 

both is strongly influenced by linguistic and social factors.  The most important of these 

is linguistic – the type of subject that precedes the verb.  Figure 2 summarizes the 

effects of the type of subject (the NP/PRO constraint) on the distribution of plural verbal 

–s and zero 3rd singular in LAGS.  Unfortunately, the LAMSAS data is not conducive to 

this particular analysis because the data offered information only on plural verbal -s with 

one type of subject.  However, it is apparent from the LAGS data that the type of subject 

is clearly a factor in determining the use of -s on plural and singular verbs. 
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Figure 2.  The Effects of Subject Type (NP/Pro Constraint) on Plural Verbal -s  and 
Zero 3rd Singular in LAGS (N = 1116)
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In light of the effectiveness of the NP/PRO constraint shown in this data, possible 

social constraints are investigated separately for each environment (singular or plural) 

and, within each environment, for each subject type (NP or PRO).  Because social 

factors, unlike linguistic factors, almost never act independently of one another (for 

example, age and education almost always interact), a multivariate analysis is required 

for sorting out their effects.  The GLM procedure in SPSS is used for this purpose.  

Further, because LAMSAS includes only data on plural verbal –s, includes very few 

African Americans, and includes very few urban residents, only the LAGS data was 

used in the procedure. 
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Table 5.  The GLM Analysis of LAGS 

Plural Verbal –S Zero 3rd Singular  
NP Subject PRO 

Subject 
NP Subject PRO 

Subject 
Decade of Birth 0.000 NS NS 0.009 
Ethnicity 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Gender NS NS NS NS 
Region 0.008 NS NS NS 
Rurality 0.000 NS NS NS 
Education 0.000 0.002 0.011 0.000 
*  0.05 Significance Level 
 
Table 5 summarizes the effects of the GLM analysis.  The analysis shows that almost 

all of the social factors discussed are statistically significant in determining the use of 

plural verbal -s with NP subjects, and age, ethnicity, and education all play an important 

role in determining the use of zero 3rd singular with PRO subjects.  It is also interesting 

to note that ethnicity and education are statistically significant for the use of both plural 

verbal -s and zero 3rd singular with both NP and PRO subjects.  The following is a more 

detailed analysis of the significant social constraints affecting these two forms. 

Decade of Birth 

The first social constraint that is statistically significant is decade of birth.  

However, decade of birth is only shown to be significant with plural verbal -s when the 

subject type is an NP and with zero 3rd singular when the subject is a PRO.  Figure 3 

shows the apparent time distribution of plural verbal -s with NP subjects and zero 3rd 

singular with PRO subjects in LAGS.  The apparent time data in Figure 3 represents the 

percentage of informants in each decade who use plural verbal -s and zero 3rd singular 

(the number of informants born in each decade are shown in Table 2 in Chapter II). 
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Figure 3.  Apparent Time Distribution of Plural Verbal -s with NP Subjects and Zero 
3rd Singular with PRO Subjects in LAGS
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 Recall that one of the questions raised about plural verbal -s and zero 3rd 

singular was whether the forms are being maintained or disappearing due to 

standardizing forces.  Figure 3 shows that while zero 3rd singular was roughly being 

maintained until around the time of WWII, the use of plural verbal -s has not been 

maintained.  Clearly the use of plural verbal -s has decreased dramatically during the 

last century (in fact, by almost 25%).  The apparent time distribution of the use of this 

feature in LAMSAS supports the LAGS data.  The apparent time data in Figure 4, like 

Figure 3, shows the percentage of informants in each decade who use plural verbal -s 

(the number of LAMSAS informants born in each decade are shown in Table 1 in 

Chapter II).   
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Figure 4.  Apparent Time Distribution of Plural Verbal –s in LAMSAS with NP Subjects 
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Figure 4, the Apparent Time Distribution in the LAMSAS data, shows that the use 

of plural verbal -s has in fact been diminishing steadily for the past 120 years, or longer.  

The LAMSAS data, like the LAGS data, shows an approximate 30% decrease.  The 

preservation of zero 3rd singular before the 1940s in the LAGS data is largely due to the 

continuing strength of the feature among African Americans, which brings us to the next 

social feature to be examined.  

Ethnicity 

 The second social factor that is statistically significant for the use of plural verbal 

-s and zero 3rd singular is ethnicity.  Throughout the literature on these two features 

ethnicity is one of two particular factors (the other being subject type) that have 

consistently emerged as having significant effects.  Research shows that zero 3rd 

singular is generally considered to be an AAVE feature (Wolfram and Thomas 2001), 
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and plural verbal -s is thought to be a predominantly White feature, although recent 

studies on earlier AAVE (Montgomery, Fuller, and DeMarse 1993) have questioned this 

latter assumption.  Figure 5 illustrates the effect of this social variable in LAGS.  The 

figure represents the percentage of the 244 African American and 872 White LAGS 

informants who use plural verbal -s and zero 3rd singular. 

 
Figure 5.  Effect of Ethnicity on the Use of Plural Verbal -s  and Zero 3rd  

Singular in LAGS
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Figure 5 shows that while zero 3rd singular occurs much more frequently in African 

American speech, the form does occur in the speech of Whites.  The figure also 

suggests, similar to Montgomery et al.’s findings, that plural verbal -s was as much a 

part of early African American speech as it was White speech.  In fact, over 1 in 5 

speakers of both ethnicities use plural verbal –s.  
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Regional Distribution 

While ethnicity provides an explanation of the maintenance of zero 3rd singular, 

geography helps to clarify the origins of plural verbal -s.  Figures 6 and 7 may help to 

provide further insight as to the source of plural verbal -s.  In examining the regional 

distribution of the form, one would expect that because of its suspected Northern British 

origin, areas with heavy Scotch-Irish settlement would show a greater amount of plural 

verbal -s use.  Figure 6 illustrates the regional distribution of plural verbal -s with NP 

subjects in LAGS (the number of LAGS informants in each region is shown in Table 2 in 

Chapter II). 

Figure 6.  Regional Distribution of Plural Verbal -s with an NP Subject in LAGS
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The infrequency of plural verbal –s use in Lower Texas is not unusual because of the 

high number of Mexican and European immigrants in this region.  As 
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suspected (cf. Montgomery et al. 1993), Appalachian areas with a high amount of 

Scotch-Irish settlement such as Eastern Tennessee and Upper Alabama show a high 

percentage of plural verbal -s use.  What is interesting, however, is that the form also 

appears frequently in areas that do not have a high amount of Scotch-Irish settlement, 

such as Western Florida and Eastern Louisiana.  This suggests that plural verbal -s 

does not appear to correspond to any particular settlement pattern in LAGS.   

 Figure 7 illustrates the regional distribution of the use of plural verbal -s with NP 

subjects in LAMSAS (the number of LAMSAS informants in each region is shown in 

Table 1 in Chapter II).  The regional distribution of the feature in LAMSAS is more 

consistent with a Northern British source.  Appalachian areas such as West Virginia, 

Virginia, and North Carolina show greater percentages of plural verbal -s use.  

However, the other three LAMSAS regions show a fairly high percentage as well.  The 

percentage of plural verbal -s use in Georgia and Florida, the two states in which the 

atlas regions overlap, show the decline of this feature, but the relative percentages in 

LAGS are not unlike those in LAMSAS.  It is interesting to note in this situation that the 

Southerners who eventually settled in the regions of LAGS commonly migrated from 

LAMSAS regions.  Taken together, these two figures show that plural verbal -s was a 

common feature throughout the South; the feature was not restricted to Appalachian 

areas, although it occurred most heavily there.   
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Figure 7.  Regional Distribution of the Use of Plural Verbal -s with NP Subject in 
LAMSAS
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Education 

 The other two social factors that are significant for these features provide 

additional confirmation of the recessive nature of plural verbal -s and of the vernacular 

status of zero 3rd singular.  Education is statistically significant for the use of both plural 

verbal –s and zero 3rd singular with NP and Pronoun subjects.   Figures 8 and 9 show 

the effect of education on the use of each form in LAGS and LAMSAS respectively.  

Figure 8 represents the percentage of 433 grade school, 401 high school, and 282 

college educated LAGS informants who use plural verbal –s and zero 3rd singular. 
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Figure 8.  Effect of Education on the Use of Plural Verbal -s and Zero 3rd Singular in 
LAGS
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Not unexpectedly, as the degree of education increases, the frequency of use of each 

form decreases.  Note, however, that zero 3rd singular and plural verbal –s do not 

disappear altogether with those informants who have more than a high school 

education.  In fact, more than 5% of informants using plural verbal –s have some 

college education.  A similar phenomenon is found in LAMSAS.  Figure 9 represents a 

percentage of 304 grade school, 191 high school, and 78 college educated LAMSAS 

informants who use plural verbal –s. 
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Figure 9.  Effect of Education on Plural Verbal -s in LAMSAS
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Figure 9 shows that 39.7 percent of LAMSAS informants who have some college 

education still use plural verbal –s.  While the form is more common among the lesser 

educated, it is not at all uncommon among those who are well educated. 

Rurality 

 Rurality has statistical significance for the use of plural verbal –s in LAGS, but 

only when it is used with NP subjects.  Figure 10 shows the effects of rurality on the use 

of plural verbal –s in LAGS with NP subjects.  The figure represents the percentage of 

448 rural, 587 urban, and 41 metropolitan LAGS informants who use plural verbal –s. 
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Figure 10.  The Effect of Rurality on the Use of Plural Verbal -s with NP Subjects in 
LAGS
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Plural verbal -s is more common among informants living in rural areas (in fact, almost 

twice as common).  This is not unexpected, due to the suspected recessive nature of 

the form.  What is interesting here is that plural verbal –s with NP subjects is non-

existent in metropolitan areas in this corpus, suggesting that the urbanization of the 

South has been a major factor in its disappearance.   

 The effects of urbanization are illustrated even more clearly in the LAMSAS data.  

Figure 11 shows the effect of rurality on the use of plural verbal 

 –s in LAMSAS.  The figure represents the percentage of 486 rural and 112 urban 

LAMSAS informants who use plural verbal –s. 
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Figure 11.  The Effect of Rurality on the Use of Plural Verbal -s in LAMSAS
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Rural informants are again more than twice as likely to use plural verbal -s with NP 

subjects as urban informants, and, in fact, almost all rural informants (more than 8 of 

10) use the form.8 

Interactions between Ethnicity and Rurality 

 Though the general effects of rurality on the use of plural verbal -s are shown 

above, there are some interesting interactions between ethnicity and rurality that should 

be noted.  Figure 12 illustrates these interactions.  Table 6 shows the number of African 

American and White LAGS informants living in rural, urban, and metropolitan areas. 

                                                 
8* There were no metropolitan areas sampled in LAMSAS. 
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Figure 12. The Effects of Rurality by Ethnicity on the Use of Plural Verbal -s with NP 
Subjects and Zero 3rd Singular with Pronoun Subjects in LAGS
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Table 6.  Breakdown of LAGS Informants by Rurality and Ethnicity 

 Number of White LAGS 
Informants 

Number of African 
American LAGS 

Informants 

RURAL 407 81 
URBAN 444 143 
METRO 21 20 

 

Note here that plural verbal -s with NP subjects is again more than twice as likely 

to occur in the speech of rural White informants than in the speech of urban White 

informants in LAGS.  However, the feature does not seem to pattern similarly for African 

American speakers.  What is again interesting is that the feature disappears altogether 

in metropolitan areas for both ethnicities.  Though rurality is not shown to be statistically 
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significant for the use of zero 3rd singular, the interaction between ethnicity and rurality 

for zero 3rd singular is included in Figure 12 because of its noteworthy effects.  It is 

again apparent that zero 3rd singular with pronoun subjects is much more common 

among African Americans than White informants.  Notice here, though, that the feature 

does not disappear among metropolitan African American informants.  In fact, 1 in 5 

African American informants living in metro areas of LAGS use the form.  Figure 12 then 

suggests that while plural verbal -s is a rural feature for White informants, zero 3rd 

singular is not.   

It is noticeable here that the levels of zero 3rd singular among urban and 

metropolitan African Americans are not as strong in LAGS as in more contemporary 

studies of AAVE (recall that Wolfram found 56.9% zero among upper working class 

AAVE speakers and 71.4% among lower working class AAVE speakers, while Fasold 

found 65.3% zero 3rd singular among his working class informants).  This is not unusual 

for two reasons:  first, most of the African American informants in LAGS were born 

before 1930 and therefore before the vast change in AAVE due to WWII (Bailey et al. 

1996); second, in LAGS, rurality and education are not independent variables, meaning 

the metropolitan informants in LAGS were usually better educated.  These two factors, 

along with the lower percentages of zero 3rd singular in LAGS, comparatively, suggest 

that LAGS does not show the development in AAVE that took place in large urban areas 

after the 1930s and the Great Migration, when many African Americans began to move 

out of the South and into Northern urban cities to find work.  However, the results from 

LAGS and LAMSAS have provided some insightful results, which will be discussed in 

the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
 

The analyses of plural verbal -s in LAGS and LAMSAS and zero 3rd singular in 

LAGS in Chapter III provide an additional perspective on the origins and trajectories of 

these two features. The analysis of the atlas data can be taken as a framework for 19th 

and early 20th century Southern speech.  Although LAGS and LAMSAS are not 

equipped to answer all of the questions regarding the use of -s and zero in Southern 

varieties of English, they do provide broad perspectives on the questions raised in 

Chapter I that complement evidence from more narrowly focused community-based 

studies.  While community-based studies of -s and zero have provided detailed analysis 

of constraints, comparisons with possible British sources, and exhaustive data on single 

communities, what they are not able to provide is evidence on the use of plural verbal -s 

and zero 3rd singular in the South as a whole. LAGS and, to a lesser extent, LAMSAS 

do provide a broad perspective on -s and zero as they were used in the South - in the 

middle of the 20th century in the case of LAGS and the early 20th century in the case of 

LAMSAS.  Both atlases include significant limitations (LAGS allows for only the 

broadest examination of constraints and LAMSAS, in addition, includes data only on 

plural verbal -s after NPs), but both include a population scope that far exceeds that of 

community studies.  The convergence of results from the analysis of atlas data and from 

community studies provides strong evidence that the results from the community 

studies can be generalized to the population of the South as a whole.  The lack of 

convergence is strong evidence that the conclusions drawn from community studies 

should be restricted to those communities.   
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The research questions that underlie this thesis are as follows: 

(1)  Are the nonstandard variations (plural verbal -s and zero 3rd singular) more 
closely associated with one demographic group or another? 

(2) Is the variability in the use and non-use of -s expanding, being maintained, or 
receding due to standardizing forces such as education and urbanization? 

(3) What linguistic constraints on nonstandard uses of verbal -s are observable in 
these corpora? 

(4) What do the answers to the first three questions tell us about the sources of 
variation in the use of verbal -s? 

The atlas evidence, especially from LAGS, adds to the knowledge base we have for 

addressing all four questions.  In regard to the first question, it seems clear from the 

LAGS data that zero 3rd singular is an African American feature.  More than 43% of the 

African Americans in LAGS have zero 3rd singular, but only seven percent of Whites do 

(see Figure 5 in Chapter III).  Moreover, the Whites who use the form most likely 

acquired it through contact with African Americans.  Figure 13 shows the regional 

distribution of zero 3rd singular among Whites in LAGS.  The figure represents the 

percentage of White informants using zero 3rd singular, with Table 7 displaying the 

number of White informants living in each LAGS region used for calculation. 
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Figure 13.  Regional Distribution of Zero 3rd Singular among White Informants in 
LAGS
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Table 7.  Number of White LAGS Informants in Each Region 

LT UP EL WL AR UM L/GM WT MT ET UA L/GA UG LG WF EF 

37 45 37 51 78 41 47 30 44 61 64 71 117 82 14 53 

 

Note that zero 3rd singular is most frequent among White LAGS informants in 

precisely those areas (Eastern Louisiana, Lower Mississippi, Alabama, and Georgia) 

with the largest African American populations (see Pederson et al. 1986 for population 

information).  The LAGS evidence, then, confirms the many studies which suggest that 

zero 3rd singular is essentially an African American feature. 

 Plural verbal -s is far more complicated.  Although the GLM analysis suggests 

that ethnicity has an effect on the occurrence of plural verbal -s, it does not appear to be 

as clearly associated with White speech as zero 3rd singular is with African American 
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speech.  Roughly equal percentages of African Americans and Whites use plural verbal 

-s, but the figures may be somewhat misleading.  The interactions between plural verbal 

-s and ethnicity cannot be fully understood without reference to the constraints that 

affect its occurrence, the issues raised in the third research question guiding this thesis.  

Figures 14 and 15 examine the effects of the NP/PRO constraint (the primary linguistic 

constraint associated with plural verbal -s and the only one observable in the data) 

among White and African American LAGS informants, respectively, who use plural 

verbal –s and zero 3rd singular.   

Figure 14.  The Effects of the NP/Pro Constraint on the Use of Plural Verbal -s  and 
Zero 3rd Singular among White Informants in LAGS  (N = 872)
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Figure 15.  The Effects of the Np/Pro Constraint on the Use of Plural Verbal -s  and 
Zero 3rd Singular among African American Informants in LAGS  (N = 244)
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The NP/PRO constraint captures the frequently observed tendencies for –s to occur 

most often following an NP subject and for zero to occur most often following a personal 

pronoun.  Although Montgomery et al (1993) argue that this constraint operates only in 

the 3rd person plural, the LAGS data confirms Bailey, Maynor, and Cukor-Avila’s (1989) 

contention that it affects the 3rd singular as well as 3rd plural, albeit more so in the plural 

for White informants.  It appears that the NP/PRO constraint operates mainly in the third 

person singular for African American speakers, however.  The weakness of the 

NP/PRO constraint among African Americans in the plural suggests that in spite of 

superficial similarities in the use of plural verbal –s, it was never as fully integrated in 

AAVE as in White vernaculars. 

 This conclusion seems to contradict the arguments of Montgomery and Fuller 

(1986), who argue that both plural verbal -s and the NP/PRO constraint (which they call 
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the subject type constraint) were integral parts of 19th century AAVE as well as 19th 

century Southern White vernaculars.  However, the LAGS data seems to show that 

while plural verbal –s was present in both White and African American speech, it was 

not constrained in the same way.  There are three possible explanations for the 

discrepancy between the results of Montgomery and Fuller and the results from LAGS.  

First, it may be that earlier AAVE (i.e., during the early and mid 19th century) had the 

same plural verbal -s system that White vernaculars had, but by the early to mid 20th 

century, it had begun to lose that system.  Second, it may be that the data that 

Montgomery and Fuller used was not representative of the larger African American 

population of the time.  Their data comes from letters written by slaves and former 

slaves.  Since the vast majority of slaves were illiterate (and kept that way by law), the 

data they use comes from a very small segment of the slave population, one that had 

much closer ties to Whites than most slaves did.  Those slaves who were literate were 

typically taught to read and write by masters who used them in supervisory capacities 

on plantations.  It may well be that their speech was influenced by that of Whites to a 

much greater degree than the language of other slaves was.  Finally, the discrepancy 

could be a combination of both of these.  It could be that the corpus is not really 

representative of the majority of African Americans and also that the NP/PRO constraint 

on plural verbal -s was never as strong in black speech as in White speech.  In any 

event, the results here most closely match those of Cukor-Avila (1997, 2003), who finds 

that the NP/PRO constraint was weak among her oldest informants and had 

disappeared among her middle-aged ones.  
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 The second question that motivated the research in this thesis is whether plural 

verbal -s and zero 3rd singular are expanding, being maintained, or receding.  Both a 

comparison of the LAGS and LAMSAS results and the apparent time data in LAGS and 

LAMSAS are helpful in answering this question for plural verbal -s.   

 Three things become immediately apparent in a comparison of the LAGS and 

LAMSAS data on plural verbal –s.  First, a substantially larger percentage of LAMSAS 

informants use the form (albeit only in one environment).  More than three quarters of 

the LAMSAS informants have plural verbal –s, but just under a quarter of the LAGS 

informants do.  Since the LAGS data was collected 40-50 years after the LAMSAS data 

was and LAGS informants were typically born half a century after those in LAMSAS, 

these figures suggest that during the course of the 20th century, plural verbal –s was 

rapidly disappearing. 

Second, the apparent time data from both LAGS and LAMSAS (shown in Figures 

5 and 6 of Chapter III) converges nicely with the comparison between the two data sets.  

More than 80% of the LAMSAS informants from before the Civil War used plural verbal 

–s, but only just over half of those born after the turn of the 20th century did.  Likewise, 

while more than a quarter of the LAGS informants born before 1910 used plural verbal –

s , only four percent of the LAGS informants born after 1950 used the form.  The LAGS 

evidence clearly shows the steady disappearance of plural verbal –s over the course of 

the 20th century; the equally dramatic decline in LAMSAS suggests that it had begun to 

disappear even during the last half of the 19th century.   

Third, even in those decades in which there is an overlap in LAMSAS and LAGS 

data (1890-1930), the former shows a much higher percentage of plural verbal –s use.  
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In fact, the discrepancy is so great that it deserves an explanation.  There are several 

possibilities for this discrepancy: (1) LAMSAS informants were generally born more 

towards the early part of the decade, whereas LAGS informants were born more 

towards the latter part of the respective decade. (2) LAGS interviews were all tape-

recorded in their entirety; transcribers recorded only what informants said in the tape-

recorded interview.  Forms that did not occur on tape were not transcribed.  This was 

not the case for LAMSAS.  Because all transcription was done in the field and 

interviews were not tape-recorded, fieldworkers were free to record forms both within 

and outside of the formal context of the interview.  (In some cases fieldworkers used 

supplementary informants to obtain forms as well.)  As a result, LAMSAS fieldworkers 

had more opportunities to record target items than LAGS fieldworkers/transcribers did.  

(3) All of the LAMSAS data comes from the response “People think/s.”  Because people 

is an unmarked plural noun (Greenbaum 1996, Huddleston and Pullum 2002), it is 

possible that the subject could have been confused as a singular form, therefore making 

–s the preferred inflection.  (4) These three factors could have contributed to the higher 

numbers of plural verbal –s in LAMSAS.  Regardless of the reason for the discrepancy, 

the relative pattern of plural verbal –s use in LAGS and LAMSAS is the same: the use of 

the form diminishes dramatically in apparent time.   

LAGS and LAMSAS, then, document the virtual disappearance of an 

overwhelmingly dominant feature of Southern American English over a 120 year period.  

The question is “Why?”  Taken in conjunction with the apparent time data discussed 

above, the evidence on education and rurality on plural verbal –s (summarized in 

Figures 8-11 in Chapter III) provides some insight into this question, at least for Whites.  
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Education is the strongest social constraint on plural verbal -s.  LAMSAS informants 

with the equivalent of a grade school education or less were twice as likely to use plural 

verbal -s as those with some college education.  Among LAGS informants, the effects of 

education are even more dramatic.  Only 5% of college-educated informants used the 

nonstandard form in LAGS, as opposed to the 34.2% of those with a grade school 

education or less.  In light of the effects of education, it is interesting to note that the 

recession of plural verbal -s parallels the expansion of universal public education in the 

American South, which began in the last quarter of the 19th century and spread 

throughout the South by the early part of the 20th century.  Apparently, as the Standard 

English norms for verbal -s, wherein -s marks subject-verb agreement, were taught to 

an increasingly large segment of the Southern population in public schools, the 

traditional norms, wherein -s marked an NP subject, began to disappear.  The 

expansion of Standard English norms through the public school system also most likely 

explains the effects of rurality in LAGS and LAMSAS.  Rural informants in both LAGS 

and LAMSAS were nearly twice as likely to use the nonstandard form as urban 

informants; traditionally rural Southerners have had the least access to education and 

the greatest pressure to end their formal schooling early. 

 The work of Cukor-Avila (1997, 2003) suggests that the situation for African 

Americans may have been more complicated.  She shows that the loss of plural verbal -

s among African Americans may have been part of a more general loss of -s that 

affected both the third person singular and plural, a process that was at least in part a 

response to competition between the NP/PRO constraint and subject-verb agreement 
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for the function of –s. While the atlas evidence is not extensive enough to confirm that 

scenario with certainty, it is compatible with it. 

Zero 3rd singular clearly does not follow the same linear path of recession that 

plural verbal –s does.  The LAGS apparent time data (see Figure 3 in Chapter III) 

suggests that the form was a stable variant until the time of WWII, when it began to 

recede.   However, the numbers here may be misleading as well.  Recall that zero 3rd 

singular has been shown to be a predominantly African American feature.  Recall also 

that in LAGS age and education are not independent variables.  Younger informants, 

including African American informants, were usually better educated than their older 

counterparts.  Finally, the majority of African American informants in LAGS were born 

before 1920.  The smaller number of informants for the latter decades, most of whom 

also happened to be better educated than their older cohorts, probably accounts for the 

smaller percentages of zero 3rd singular use.  Examining the feature from a different 

angle will shed more light on the issue.   

 Figure 14 in Chapter III shows the effects of urbanization on the use of zero 3rd 

singular for White and African American informants.  While the form is more popular 

among rural informants of both ethnicities, it is striking that African American informants 

in metropolitan areas nevertheless use the form quite frequently – in spite of the fact 

that Whites do not.  The persistence of this form in cities suggests that while zero 3rd 

singular is clearly a recessive feature for White speakers in the South, it may not be for 

African Americans.  In fact, when taken in conjunction with other work on zero 3rd 

singular, the persistence of the feature among urban and metropolitan African 

Americans supports the argument that zero 3rd singular is being maintained in AAVE. 
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 The final issue to be addressed is the source of the variations in 3rd person 

singular and plural.  The regional distribution of plural verbal -s, shown in Figures 8 and 

9 in Chapter III, is not inconsistent with a British source (it is most common in those 

areas with the smallest African American populations), but the distribution does not 

support a strictly Scotch-Irish source.  The feature is clearly most common in the LAGS 

and LAMSAS regions that were heavily settled by Scotch-Irish immigrants, mainly West 

Virginia, Virginia, and North Carolina in LAMSAS and Eastern Tennessee and Upper 

Alabama in LAGS.  However, while this might at first glance support a Northern British 

source, there are also areas in LAGS with significantly less Scotch-Irish settlement (for 

example, East Louisiana and West Florida) that show percentage of plural verbal –s 

that are nearly as high as East Tennessee and Upper Alabama.  While the large 

Scotch-Irish settlement may account for the remarkably high percentages of plural 

verbal –s in the Southern Appalachians, the variable presence of the form elsewhere is 

more in line with Wright’s (2002) hypothesis that because plural verbal –s had spread 

variably to London and Devon by the time of the colonization of the United States, it was 

probably brought to the South from multiple places in Britain.  The multiple sources 

seem to be the best explanation for the variation in the frequency of plural verbal –s in 

the American South. 

 The distribution of zero 3rd singular in LAGS does not support a British 

antecedent.  Although a number of researchers have pointed out that zero 3rd singular 

occurs in several areas of Britain, the fact that (1) it is far more common among African 

Americans than Whites, and (2) it is most common among Whites who live in areas with 

large Black populations argue against a British source.  While the precise source of this 
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nonstandard form is unclear, it is most likely the product of language contact between 

African language and English, although this origin does not explain its subsequent 

history in AAVE (see Cukor-Avila 2003).    We can conclude with certainty, however, 

that zero 3rd singular is almost exclusively a feature of AAVE. 

 LAGS and LAMSAS cannot provide definitive answers to all of the questions 

surrounding zero 3rd singular and plural verbal –s in the South.  They do, however, 

provide a perspective that complements the more narrowly focused community studies 

from which most of our evidence on these two features comes.  The atlas evidence 

confirms the contention that plural verbal –s was a feature of earlier AAVE as well as 

earlier Southern White English, but it also shows that the NP/PRO constraint was never 

as well established in AAVE and that the feature has been receding in both vernaculars 

for at least a century.  In addition, it supports Wright’s argument that plural verbal –s 

most likely came to the South from multiple British sources.  The LAGS data provides 

strong evidence that zero 3rd singular did not come from British sources and that it has 

always been almost exclusively an AAVE feature.  While it has disappeared from White 

speech, where it was always quite rare, it persists in AAVE.   

Though this study has provided a broad look at plural verbal –s and zero 3rd 

singular in the 19th and early 20th century South, further research into these forms is 

possible with LAGS.  The actual tape recorded interviews for each LAGS informant are 

available for scholars’ examination.  A more narrowly focused study, similar to the 

previous studies conducted on verbal –s, is possible using a sub-corpus from LAGS.  It 

is possible to transcribe and then code a smaller number of informant interviews, which 

can then be examined for many of the constraints (heaviness of NP, phonological 
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environment, etc.) that have been examined by previous scholars.  A comparison of the 

broad atlas study in this thesis to one more narrowly focused would likely yield similar 

and surprising results.  Although the linguistic atlas data examined here leaves many 

questions regarding plural verbal –s and zero 3rd singular unanswered, that data is a 

valuable piece to the puzzle.  Atlas data not only provides a framework for 19th and 

early 20th century Southern speech, it provides scholars with an invaluable and, until 

now, virtually untapped resource for the examination of plural verbal –s and zero 3rd 

singular.   
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